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wet wipes causing
havoc in our sewers

Desire Gralton, Communications Manager, qldwater discovers
there’s a problem lurking in our sewers that is costing urban
water utilities around the globe hundreds of millions of dollars.
While producers of wet wipes
continue to market their product
as flushable, more and more
Australian utilities are speaking
out about the enormous problem
the products are creating in
labour and equipment costs, and
damage to ageing infrastructure.
In 2014 Sydney Water conducted
a behavioural change study on
wipes disposal when they started
to notice a significant increase in
blockages caused by wipes. With
a growing environmental and
financial risk, the utility was keen
to gain a profile of wipe users and
the social and traditional media
the manufacturers use to target

their audience. Interestingly their
research indicated a dramatic
increase in younger males aged
15 to 44 being attracted to
the texture and appearance of
wipes over normal toilet paper.
With a quarter of their 4.6 million
customer base flushing rather
than binning the wipes, Sydney
Water is fighting the $8 million
per annum problem with a shock
campaign featuring an image of
a blue whale made of wipes. The
whale represents the 500 tonnes
– equivalent to four blue whales –
of wipe “balls” causing blockages
in their system each year.
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The shock tactics continue
with Hunter Water Corporation
recently releasing a photo of a
blockage removed by crane and
buckets in the Lake Macquarie
suburb of Eleebana. Crews used
a crane to remove a seven metre
“snake” weighing about 750
kilograms, while another 300
kilograms of wipes were removed
by crew members using buckets.
Last year the Water Services
Association Australia (WSAA)
convened a forum between
the urban water industry and
manufacturers and suppliers of
hygiene, cosmetics and specialty
products to collaborate on short
and long term options to reduce
the impact of wipes in wastewater
systems across Australia.
WSAA’s Executive Director, Adam
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Lovell, said the Association was
pleased that the industry wanted
to collaborate on the issue, and
that they were collectively working
towards a solution that would
avoid additional long term costs to
water utility customers and adverse
impacts on the environment.
But while the wipes industry
considers ways to better the
educate the community not to
flush the items (still labelled
as “flushable”), the Australian
Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) has started
investigations into the use
of the term “flushable” in the
marketing of certain products.
Queensland Urban Utilities
remove around 120 tonnes
of wipes from the system
every year, and according to
spokeswoman Michelle Cull
the problem is getting worse.
“I think a lot of people
just aren’t aware that they

shouldn’t be putting wet wipes
down the toilet,” she said.
It has become a significant firstworld issue, with Thames Water
removing a ten tonne ‘fatberg’
consisting of wet wipes and fat
from a London sewer in 2013.
The 40-metre long lump of fat
damaged a 1940s-era sewer,
taking months to repair at a
cost of £400,000. In 2014, the
corporation spent ten days
removing a fatberg the size of a
double decker bus from under a
major road in south west London.
So, is it a problem in your
community? If so, are there
any innovative solutions you’ve
considered? qldwater would
be keen to hear your ideas (and
any interesting photos relating to
the issue) on our facebook page
or by emailing Desiré Gralton
at dgralton@qldwater.com.au.
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